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6th Grade Science
Gravity & Inertia

                                     April 23, 2020



 6th Grade Science
Lesson: April 23, 2020

Objective/Learning Target: 
-I can explain gravity and inertia.

**You will need paper for this lesson**



Warm up #1 - Let’s Get Started
Watch this intro to gravity video.

Terms to know:
● Gravity: the force of attraction between objects that 

have mass.
● The strength of gravity depends on: mass of objects and 

distance between objects
● Inertia: an object’s tendency to resist a change in motion
● The greater an object’s mass, the greater its’ inertia and 

the larger the force needed to overcome the inertia.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ljRlB6TuMOU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ljRlB6TuMOU


Warm Up #2
Write Newton’s Laws on your piece of paper.

  



Warm Up #2 - Answer Key

  

rest rest motion

motion

an external force

Mass Acceleration

equal opposite



Practice #1

  

Read the two passages 

about Gravity and Inertia 

and answers the questions 

that follow.



Practice #1 - Continued

  

Answer these 3 questions on your 
piece of paper:
1. Explain why the Earth orbits 
the Sun, include both of the terms 
gravity and inertia in your 
explanation.
2. Explain what would happen on 
Earth if our gravity was suddenly 
decreased (lowered)?
3. What would happen to the 
planets if the Sun disappeared?



Practice #1 - Answer Key

  

Check your answers to the 3 questions:
1. Explain why the Earth orbits the Sun, include both of the terms gravity and inertia in your 
explanation. Earth has a tendency to resist change, called inertia. Sun’s gravity is constantly 
pulling on Earth causing it to orbit around the Sun.
2. Explain what would happen on Earth if our gravity was suddenly decreased (lowered)? 
Depending on how much the gravity is decreased, our gravity could mirror the moon where if 
we jumped, we would stay in the air for awhile before landing. If the gravity was severely 
decreased, humans would become weightless and begin tumbling through the air.
3. What would happen to the planets if the Sun disappeared? The planets would fly into 
space in straight lines.



Practice #2 - Gravity & Orbits Simulation

  
First:
Go to this Simulation. 
Click on the Model Option. 
Make sure Normal is on. 
Make sure Gravity Force is on.
Click all 3: Sun, Earth, Moon

Second:
Click start and see how the Earth and Moon revolve 
around the sun with gravity on. Hit pause after 365 
days. Now refresh, turn gravity off and hit start. 
Answer this question on your paper:
What happened to the Earth and moon when you 
turned gravity off versus having gravity on?

Third:
Explore the simulation further. 
Try these:

● Increase mass of sun
● Increase mass of planets
● Turn gravity on and off at the different 

mass options.
On your piece of paper write down at least 2 
things you discover.

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gravity-and-orbits/latest/gravity-and-orbits_en.html


Practice #2 - Simulation Key

  

What happened to the Earth and moon when you turned gravity off versus having gravity 
on?
When gravity was on, the moon revolved around the Earth while the Earth revolved 
around the sun. When gravity was off the Earth and moon floated away from the sun 
into space.

Two things I discover:

● When I keep gravity on and increase the mass of the sun, the Earth crashes into the 
sun and the moon floats into space.

● When I turn gravity off and increase the mass of the sun and the Earth, the Earth 
and moon still float into space.



Additional Practice

● Watch this video and complete some of the activities on 
your own with supplies at your house!

● Learn more about gravity and inertia in this Study Jams, 
test yourself after and then check your answers.

● Try these at home experiments to demonstrate your 
knowledge of inertia.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwmf73Bwky8
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/solar-system/sgravity-and-inertia.htm
https://study.com/academy/popular/inertia-experiments-for-kids.html

